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Xi's discourses on mankind’s shared future published

A book of discourses on upholding and advancing the building
of a community with a shared future
for mankind by Xi Jinping, general
secretary of the Communist Party of
China Central Committee, has been
published by Central Party Literature Press.
The book, which was compiled
by the Party history and literature
research institution of the CPC Central Committee, will be distributed
across the country.
The book contains 85 discours-

es selected from documents including speeches and instructions given
by Xi between Jan 28, 2013, when
he chaired the third group study
session of the political bureau of the
18th CPC Central Committee, and
June 22 this year, when he made a
speech at the Central Conference on
Work Relating to Foreign Affairs.
Since the 18th CPC National
Congress, Xi, who is also president, has put forward an array of
discourses on building a community with a shared future for man-

REFORM AND OPENING UP

My memories of tea

BY JIANG XUESHENG
I cannot perform a tea ceremony, but I have a special liking for
tea. I still remember how tea was
supplied by quotas in the 1970s.
At that time, every household received a book of ‘purchase vouchers’. Tea, wine, soap, brown sugar
and other goods were available in
limited quantities depending on
the number of people in the household. Since there were only two
people in my family, my father
and I, we received a very low quota every quarter, and we could buy
two small cakes of tea at a time.
I never saw my father brew a
cup of tea. He always boiled a pot
in the fireplace. In the morning
and evening, he would heat a
black teapot by the fire. When the
water boiled, he would put a beansize piece of tea in it. He went on
to heat the teapot until a yellow
smoke rose and an aroma filled
the air. Then he would remove the

teapot from the fire. He always
poured it when the teapot had
cooled down to prevent spillage.
However hard he tried, the tea
would last no more than two
months. In the remaining days of
the quarter, he had to make due
with tea he picked himself.
What he picked was not real
tea but the leaves of a plant. It tasted
similar to tea but a bit bitter. As I remember, there was a plant he used
called ‘girl tea’. It was harvested
from a small shrub with small
leaves. The shrub has white flowers
and bears bean-sized fruits that are
like pomegranate seeds. Another
type of leaf he collected came from
a parasitic plant. When chewed, the
leaves tasted refreshing and bitterand left a sweet aftertaste.
Today, reform and opening
up has greatly improved people’s
living standards. A wide variety of
tea is available on the market, and
people no longer need to worry
about a constant supply.

HSR

High-speed rail creates
development opportunities

An attendant in Bai ethnic costume serves water for a passenger.
Photo by Lan Fang
BY HU XIAORONG
[Editor’s Note] During this
year’s National Day holiday,1.065
million people travelled by highspeed rail in Yunnan, a 97.6 percent increase of 526,000 passengers year on year. The improving
high-speed rail system is injecting
new momentum into the province’s
development. In this issue and
next two, we will relate the great
changes brought by the arrival of
high-speed rail in the province.
After entering the era of
high-speed rail, Yunnan is enjoying a greater geographical
advantage as a frontier along the
Belt and Road Initiative. The
province is a gateway to South
and Southeast Asia, a western
transport hub on the Yangtze
River Economic Belt and a centre for logistics distribution and
cultural exchanges. High-speed
rail has brought historic opportunities for the province’s development by widening its sphere
of influence and opportunity.
Fuyuan County, known as
the province’s eastern gate, is located at the junction of Guizhou,
Yunnan and Guangxi provinces.
Now, with the operation of the
Shanghai-Kunming High-Speed
Railway, Fuyuan enjoys easy
access to the cities of Guiyang,
Kunming and Nanning. This new
connectivity is greatly boosting the
county’s economic development,
promoting cultural exchanges and
facilitating industrial structural up-

grades.
The high-speed railway is
helping to deliver new economic opportunities to the region.
Wenshan Zhuang and Miao
Autonomous Prefecture expects
to increase its appeal to industrial
gradient transfers, introduce and
cultivate more emerging industries
and strengthen its critical industrial
clusters. Such circumstances are
providing favourable conditions
for the combination of internal
and external factors, multilateral
cooperation and further regional
integration. The high-speed railway has put the prefecture in a better position to develop industries
including electronic information,
bio-pharmaceuticals, modern agriculture, cultural tourism, mineral
processing and trade logistics.
Liu Baohua lives in the Puzhehei Scenic Area in Qiubei
County, Wenshan Prefecture. His
village used to be poor and backward, and villager income was
once based almost solely on fishing and farming. Before 1993,
the village’s per capita annual
income was a meagre 300 yuan.
The high-speed rail has brought a
large number of tourists to the village. Today, Liu Baohua guides
tourists to scenic attractions on
his horse cart every day. Additionally, many local people from
the Zhuang and Miao ethnic
groups run hotels and barbecue
stalls, provide shuttle services or
act as tour guides. Many villagers
have shaken off poverty and are
leading increasingly better lives.

kind from the perspective of the
progress of human history and in
line with the fundamental changes of the international landscape.
The vision of building a community with a shared future for
mankind, first proposed by Xi in
2013 and developed in later years,
is a crucial theoretical and practical
innovation guiding major country
diplomacy with Chinese characteristics.
In February 2017, the vision
was written for the first time into a

resolution of the United Nations Security Council by unanimous vote,
which displayed a consensus of the
international community toward
the significance and value of such a
vision.
The vision was enshrined by the
CPC into its Party Constitution last
October, and was written into the
Constitution of the People's Republic of China at the annual session of
the National People's Congress in
March.
As an important part of Xi Jin-

ping thought on the diplomacy of
socialism with Chinese characteristics for a new era, the vision constitutes the country's commitment
to the world to pursuing a path of
peaceful development and a strategy of opening-up featuring mutual
benefit and win-win cooperation.
It is also hailed as China's determination to work as a promoter
of world peace, a contributor of
global development and a defender of international order.
(China Daily)

TOURISM

Tencent CEO Pony Ma experiences
'Travel in Yunnan' app

BY WANG HUAN

EVENT
Pony Ma enters Yunnan Minorities Village by facial recognition.
Photo by Li Wenjun
BY WANG HUAN

Foreign students build friendships on “Chinese Bridge”

The 11th “Chinese Bridge” Chinese Proficiency Competition for Foreign Secondary School Students concluded in Kunming, capital city of southwest China’s Yunnan province on Oct 21. In the 11-day
competition, contestants showed their love for Chinese language and culture through Chinese language and
culture examinations, oral contests, and talent shows. They attended classes together with local students,
visited the world-renowned Stone Forest, and learned ethnic singing, dancing and embroidery in Yunnan,
deepening their impression on Yunnan and enhanced their friendship. Photo by Liu Ziyu

BELT AND ROAD

CIIE comes as boon to revitalize world
economy: Bangladeshi experts

The upcoming China
International Import Expo
(CIIE) has been a big boon to
revitalize the world economy,
Bangladeshi experts said on
October 23.
Experts here believed the
mega expo in Shanghai is the
most significant event which
China has so far arranged because it demonstrates China’s
renewed determination to open
its door wider for trade and investment amid the rise of protectionism.
Munshi Faiz Ahmad, chairman of the Bangladesh Institute
of International and Strategic

Studies (BIISS), said this is a
clear manifestation of Beijing’s
commitment to holding out its
arms open wide to the world.
“This expo is a significant
move from the end of top Chinese leadership to facilitate
countries and regions all over
the world to bolster economic
and trade cooperation,” said the
BIISS chairman.
Ahmad said he saw domestic consumption as the most
important driver of the Chinese
economy, as suggested by the
supply-side reforms, adding that
the Chinese economy has also
“shifted from quantity to quality

with a sharp rise in the number
of middle-income Chinese.”
“China acts timely to support
the countries facing economic
hurdles in the face of an increasing protectionist tendency,” said
the expert.
Khandaker Golam
Moazzem, research director of
Bangladesh’s Center for Policy
Dialogue (CPD), said the expo
will be a platform for countries
like Bangladesh to seek new
untapped opportunities in commerce by establishing trade links
with many countries and regions
along the Belt and Road routes.
(Xinhua)

Tencent CEO Pony Ma
recently visited the Yunnan
MinoritiesVillage and experienced
the 'Travel in Yunnan' applet
firsthand.
Beforearriving at the scenic
spot, Pony Ma and his party began
to run the applet on their phones
so they could scan QR-codes on
posters along the road. Pony Ma
bought his ticket on the applet
and uploaded a scan of his face.
At the entrance gate, he was easily
admitted through facial recognition
technology.
Following the map on their
mobile phones, Pony Ma and
his party visited the Lisu village,
where young women and men
invited them to sample rice wine.
After that, they moved on to a
place where they drank aromatic
Pu'er tea.
“Hello, we are now outside
De'ang village. There is some
rubbish by a water tank. It is a
real eyesore, so we're reporting
the situation to you.” At 15:56, a
member of the party dialled 96301
to make a complaint through the
applet. "We will send someone to
deal with the problem immediately.
We wish you a happy tour!" was

the reply from the operator.
At 15:59, when the
party came to the command
centre,the 'Travel in Yunnan'
comprehensive management
platform had alreadyissued a
record of the complaint that
was lodged only three minutes
before. The problem had been
reported to and dealt with
by park personnel. Tencent
technicians also demonstrated
the construction of the Yunnan
provincial big data centre,
which connects data silos so that
governmental departments can
process customer complaints
more effectively and efficiently.
With the app, tourists can
experience facial recognitionbased admissions, order tea
online, make complaints, learn
about attractions, identify plants,
watch live broadcasts and locate
restrooms. In less than an hour,
the party fully experienced the
convenience of using the applet.
After the tour, Pony Ma said, “In
the development of the applet,
the decision of the provincial
Party committee and the
provincial government played
a crucial role. Yunnan province
has given us a 'shooting range',
and we must do a stellar job.”

CULTURE

Zhao Yanzu: From tailor to inheritor
of Dacixi opera

BEAUTIFUL YUNNAN

The most beautiful Yunnan in the eyes of
persons in charge of foreign media

hope that Yunnan will achieve
the goals soon and become
the most beautiful place in the
world.

The maple leaves in Kunming attracts more and more tourists these days.
Photo by Zhang Tong
Recently, the Yunnan Provincial Government vowed to build
Yunnan into the most beautiful
province in China. How is the
beautiful Yunnan in the eyes of
persons in charge of foreign media? Let’s take a look.
Zhu Yi: Yunnan will become best destination
According to Zhu Yi,editor-in-chief of International
Daily News, many Chinese people live in Los Angeles, where
the International Daily News
has headquarters. When those
people retire, they buy houses in
Yunnan. They have even formed

communities in the province,
and they consider it their second
hometown.
Zhu Yi believes that Yunnan must share its beauty with
the world to become the most
attractive province in China. As
China’s gateway to South and
Southeast Asia, Yunnan must
share its beauty with people all
over the country, as well as people from other countries. He said
that the beautiful ecosystems,
cities and villages are among
the goals included in building
China’s most beautiful province.
These features appeal to people
in Los Angeles very much. I

Pana Janviroj vows to tell
beautiful Yunnan stories to
Thai people
Pana Janviroj is president of
The Nation in Thailand. Through
the China Yunnan newsletter,
The Nation has paid close attention to the programme of
‘building Yunnan into the most
beautiful province in China’.
“Yunnan boasts numerous
world-famous places of interest.
They attract many Thai tourists
every year,” said Pana Janviroj.
“I hope that Yunnan’s abundant
cultural and tourism resources
can be revealed to tourists from
all over the world through more
professional and multilingual
international communication
platforms.”
As a partner with the Yunnan
Daily Press Group, The Nation
will introduce Yunnan, the most
beautiful andwide-open province
in China, to the world and tell
its stories to the Thai people, he
said.
(Yunnan Daily)

Zhao Yanzu is beating drum.
BY XIONG YAN
In northwest Yunnan's Weixi,
the Dacixi (big-word) opera
is indeed a unique existence.
It dates back to the Qing
Dynasty(1644-1912), when Liu
Chaoji from southeast China’s
Jiangxi created the opera, fusing
Weixi’s cultural elements into the
traditional Han culture.
Zhao Yanzu, aged 80, is the
7th-generation inheritor of Dacixi
Opera at the provincial level. “It is
not easy for a Han-featured opera
to be listed as a cultural heritage in
ethnic minority areas,” said Zhao
with pride.
Zhao Yanzu began to study
Dacixi at five, from his maternal
grandfather Li Shangwen, who
was the sixth inheritor of the opera.
He developed strong affection to
the art.
After growing up, Zhao
became a tailor, but his monotonous
days of needlework was constantly
decorated by the opera tunes,
cheering him up and enlivening his
life.
Practice makes perfect. In

Photo by Li Wenjun

2007, Zhao Yanzu was recognized
as inheritor and representative
of the Weixi opera. “After the
recognition, I gained more
confidence in performing and
teaching others,” said Zhao.
Now, Zhao has 38 students,
involving the Han, Lisu and
Naxi peoples from varied fields
of walks. Their ages range from
30 to 60, and they are retired civil
servants, local farmers and migrant
workers.
“I like Dacixi a lot, and I’ve
been studying the opera from my
father for 10 years,” said Zhao
Guixiang, daughter of Zhao
Yanzu. By now, Guixiang has
learned nearly 30 singing styles in
13 tunes.
To keep up with times, Zhao
Yanzu has written some novel
plays in the past few years. His
new works focus on harmony,
amity, peace, honest and social
order.
“I am fully optimistic about
the Dacixi inheritance either for
official care or for students’ love.”
Zhao Yanzu has confident in the
art’s future.

